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ABSI’RACT

This report contains the information presented by the writer at the

Gordon Research Conference on Nuclear chemistry on June Z?S, I-964.

Described briefly are the changes made from the Origiti version of

the IJISLMonte Carlo intranuclear cascade calculation published in Phys.

Rev. UJ 185, 204 (1958) by Metropolis et ai. changes include improved

pion-production dynamics and the introduction of a Fermi-type non-uniform

nuclear density distribution. A few intercomparisonsbetween the results

of the present and the originsl version are made. Some comparisons are

also given between the present calculations and experiment.
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INTRODUCTION

‘l!his is a report of the SIXLIW of the LASL Monte Carlo intranuclear

cascade calculation as it existed during the latter two-thirds of 1964

and as it was used in a number of calculations of importance to the

proposall for the Loslilamos Meson Production Facility (IAMl?F). De-

scribed briefly are the changes made from the original.version of the

calculation that was coded for the Mmiac I computer and reported in the

publications of Metropolis et al. in 1958.2 Intercomparisons are also

given in the present report between results calculated from the current

code on the Maniac II computer and published results from the earlier

Maniac I version; sane differences are noted. Two examples of agreement

of the present calculation with experimentally observed outgoing particle

energy spectra are also given.

The earlier celculations2 have been revived and improved, in the

several respects to be described, primarily to provide better input data

for calculations of the shielding required for the LAMPF facility, and

secondarily to provide more information on the production of pions from

various nuclei incorporated in targets to be placed in the proton beam

of the accelerator. Important information on the neutron production

from such targets has also been of value for estimating backgrounds to

be e~cted in certain experimental arrangements, and particularly for

designing experiments that might take advantage of the unparalJ_eled

large intensities of high energy neutrons in the 600 to 800 MeV range.3

The calculation is also of importance to the design of moderating

facilities for the production of very high

lower energies, in direct competition with

fluxes of neutrons
4

nuclear reactors.

of much
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The ma- proton energy (- 800 MeV) proposed for the IAMPF ac-

celerator permitted an upper bound of about 1 GeV to be placed on the

calculation. ‘IM.sallows multiple pion production in individual nucleon-

nucleon collisions to be ignored, as well as the production of additional.

pions in subsequentpion-nucleon interactions. The urgency of the

shielding design problem, and the consequent need for info~tion on the

fast neutron production, has confined efforts thus

of the results of the initial, high-energy-cascade

reaction.

At the conclusion of the 1958 (II) paper2 the

were suggested:

“(l) apion-nucleus potential,

(2) a difftwe nuclear boundary,

(3) a better approxtion to the kinematics

events, and

far to the calculation

part of the nuclear

following improvements

of pion production

(4) changes in the assumptions about the pion absorption mechanism.“

Another obvious improvement would be better cross-section data.

In the current retision of the calculation, the greatest effort has

been devoted to the improvement of the pion-production dynamics. A

diffuse nuclear boundary for the nuclear density distribution has also

been introduced. The only changes in the cross-section tables made thus

far are in the n-p (and p-n) cross sections o~S(N*N) above ~ = 350 MeV.

We have been advised5 to assume the pion-nucleus Wtential to be zero for

lack of better lmowledge; and, as yet, suggested changes in the pion ab-

sorption mechanism have not been made.

PION PRODUC!ITON

In the Maniac I calculation the dynamics of single pion production

from nucleon-nucleon co12-isionswere specified in terms of a highly

simplified model: The three fimil-particles were assumed to have equal

momenta in the center-of-mass system and the pion direction was randmly

selected to give, statistically, isotropic emission.
.
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A slightly more ccmqilicatedmodel, easily adaptable to Monte Carlo

techniques and giving much better agreement with experimental data, is

the so-called “isobar (or isobaric nucleon) model” originated by

Lindenbaum and Sternheimer.6 This model describes the reaction as a

sequence of two-body interactions, the first producing = “excited”

nucleon (isobar), the second giving the pion in the rapid decay of the

isobar. In the energy region within about 600 wv of the pion production

threshold, this isobar is identified with the state of the pion-nucleon

system, characterizedby total isotopic spin T = 3/2, and total angular

spin J = 3/2, to which is attributed the strong resonance in the pion-

proton scattering cross section observed at about 16o MeV pion center-of-

mass kinetic energy. The arguments of IAndenbaum and Hxxrnheimer then

lead to a production cross section for this isobar which is proportional

to the U(n++p) scattering cross section times a two-body phase space

factor. The model is summarized in Fig. 1, which includes the anslytic~

e~ression for U(n++p) used in the caJ.culation(note that a factor 8 has

been neglected) as well as the derivation of the branching ratios obtained

from the assumption of the conservation of isotopic spin (charge inde-

pendence).

To complete the description of the production process it is necessary

to make assumptions concerning the angular distributions P(Elp),for the

production of the isobar, and P(eD), for the decay of the isobar. ‘lhese

distributions a?.%not specified by the Lindenbaum and Sternheimer model,

but can be chosen to give agreement with experiment. The angular dis-

tribution of the isobar production can be studied independently to the

extent that the branching ratio (see Fig. 1) for the number of neutrons

produced in the first step of the reaction P+P (isobar production) to

the number produced in the subsequent isobar decay is 9:1. Comp=isons

of the results calculated from the model, assuming center-of-nmss angular

distributions of the form P(Gp)=a+ b C082 ep, with the obsexved
7

neutron energy spectra are shown in Fig. 2. These indicate that a

reasonable fit to the experimenfxilobservations is given by a = 1 and
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b = 3 for an incident proton energy of about 1 GeV. Since this distri-

bution proved to be as good as sny other tried for P(Op) in other com-

parisons, it was adopted for the present calculations for &U. incident

energies. The simplest one-pion-exchangefield theory would predict a

dependence of P(8P) on incident energy, and this maybe used in future

refinements of the model.

The other angular distribution P(OD) for the decayQof a particle
n

with spin 3/2and even parity

angle between the spin of the

resulting nucleon. Since the

the simplest assumption would

should be-1 + 3 COS%D,U with eD the

isobar and the finsl momentum of the

polarization of the isobar is not known,

be to assume no polarization, and hence

an isotropic emission. This appears to be borne out by the results of

comparisons with experimentally determined pion energy spectra. A

number of comparisons are shown in Figs. 3 to 8. frown are all of the

experimental data on pion energy spectra useful to us; the difficulty

in obtaining reliable fits is obvious. The data at about 1 GeV even

appear to be inconsistent, although the Yuan and Lindenbaum measurement2

(at the largest angle) suffer fran large statistic&1.uncertainty and the

(iailbraithet al. measurements,
10

frcm a lack of information in the low-

energy part of the spectra, which makes it difficult even to identify the

energy of the peak of the distribution.

In the intranuclear cascade calculation the isobars are assumed

slways to decay before having moved any appreciable distance in the

nucleus, and therefore they are never sll.owedto interact with any of

the nuclear constituents or to have their decay properties tifected in

any way by the presence of the nuclear environment. Z. FraenkelU has

called attention to the probable appreciable probability for interactions

of the isobars and to some tiportant consequences (particularly in the

pion absorption mechanism).

.

,
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TEE DIFFUSE NUCLEAR BOUNDARY

The earlier calculation has been improved by the use of a diffuse-

edge nuclear density. A Fermi-type distribution is used with the
1.2parameters obtained from

determined by the electron

P(n) =

cm

Z1 =

the nuclear charge density distributions

scattering experiments:13

[PI l+exp(r-c) ‘1 ‘1,51
1.07 A~/3f,

0.55 f.

P1 is f- no~alization, and s~erical nuclei are assumed. The tail of

U3f ●the distribution is neglected for r> 1.5RC, Rc = 1.3 A The same

distribution was used in the intranuclear cascade calculations of

Bertini,w except that the continuous function was approximated by a

three-step function. In the present calculation the continuous distri-

bution is used to define the density at a given ratius, but the density

is then assumed to be constant as a particle is advanced a small dis-

tance (typically 0.1 Rc or less) in the Monte Carlo procedure.

me nuclear density distribution is e~cted to have a particularly

strong effect on the escqx? of pions produced in complex nuclei. This

effect has not yet been studied in any detail.

OTHER DETAILS OF THE PRESENT CALCULATION

The momentum distribution of the nucleons in the nucleus, as in the

previous calculation,2 is assumed to be that a~ropriate to a zero-

temperature Fermi distribution. Although a diffuse-edge nuclear density

is used, the momentum distribution is still assumed to be constant

throughout the nuclear volume

Fermi energy used has been yF

should be corrected in future

included.

and independent of nuclear mass. The

= 1.03 (28.2 MeV). ‘Ibisover-simplification

revisions and a dependence on nucleon charge

9



The nuclear potential has thus far been ignored in the present

calculation. AUowance for square-well type potentials (as assumed in

the Maniac I calculation) can easily be made by subtracting an appro-

priate potential energy from the kinetic energy of the incident particle

and from the kinetic energy of each escaping particle. To make the

potential a function of the density at each point in the nucleus would

slow the calculation excessively although some compromise might be

useful for better accuracy particularly for the lower energy products.

The “cutoff energy,” below which nucleons were no longer followed

in the calculation and hence assumed not to escape from the nucleus in

the cascade calculation,has been arbitrarily set at yc = 1.05 (47 MeV,

inside the nucleus). There was no cutoff used for pions.

It shouldbe noted that none of the following possibly important

effects has been considered in the present version of the calculation:

refraction and reflection of cascade particles, etistence of nucleon

clusters (except in the new standard treatment of pion absorption on

nucleon pairs), and the depletion of the Fermi gas during the cascade.

COMPARISONS WITH EXl?ERI14ENTALDA’121ON PION PROIWCTION FROM COMPLEX NUCLEI

To give a sample of the sort of agreement found with experimental

data on pion production from complex nuclei, two figures are included.
14

The first, Fig. 9, shows the calculated and observed energy spectra

of neutrons produced at 0° and at 18° when Beg is bombarded by approxi-

mately 680 MeV protons. The agreement is qualitatively good althuugh

there is a definite discrepancy in the width and position of the high-

energy peak. Figure 10 shows the positive and ne~tive pion energy

spectra from the reaction p + C
12 at (3L P-600 MeV. The= 56°, E

15
agreement between e~riment and the calculation is astonishingly

good.
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COMPARISONS OF SOME REmTS ~OM ~ M,ANJ.A(jI ANIINUC II CAIXWLATIONS

Figure 11 com~es the average number of cascade nucleons per

nonelastic event as a function of incident proton energy for the targets

Cu and U. Here it shouldbe noted that slightly different cutoff

energies (2 MeV lower for Cu, 4 MeV higher for U) were used in the Maniac

I calculation, so that snmdl differences in absolute numbers of cascade

particles are not significant. The energy dependence are seen to be

very much the same. The striking difference appears in the neutron/

proton ratio where the present calculation predicts somewhat smaller

ratios from copper but very much smaller ratios (down by alnlosta factor

of 1/2) from uranium. This result is of particular importance to the

contemplated high-energy accelerator “neutron factories.” Especial note

of the large cascade neutron emission from heavy nuclei was made in the

published results of the Maniac I calculation where the effect was at-

tributed to the higher n-p scattering cross sections compared to the p-p

and n-n cross sections and the effect of choosing the same cutoff energy

for both neutrons and protons. The present calculation used the same

scattering cross sections (below 350 MeV) and also adopted the sape cut-

off energy for neutrons and protons. Figures 12 and 13 show the angular

distributions and energy spectra of the cascade neutrons and protons for

910 MeV protons on #38 from the present calculations. In particular it

is not obvious from the energy spectra that a change in the cutoff

energy would substantially affect the overall neutron-proton ratio.

The pion production is compared in Figs. 14 and 15. Here the n+/n-

ratios are seen to be in substantisllagreement. The production from very

low A nuclei (not calculated in the earlier work) would be e~cted to

reflect more strongly, in the ratios of the emitted pions, the somewhat

different branching ratios used in the nucleon-nucleon production in the

two calculations. The present calculations give a larger average number

of pions per nonelastic event at about 450 MeV incident proton energy but

nearly the same as the Maniac I calculation at-925 MeV.
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Lindenbaum-Sternheimer Isobaric Nucleon Model

(Pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions)

Single pion production - Single excited nucleon, N*: T(N) = 3/2, T(N) = 1/2 :. T~nor.T+N) = ]

From Conservation of Isotopic Spin, T:

3/4
p+p ~n + (N*)*

L

~n+(p+7r+)

2/3
1/4

p + (N*)+ ~p+(p+7ro)

up+ (n+ m+)

n + n -- mirror

p+n~ rl+~j+_?&n+@+~+]

\

1/2 Un+(p+7r0)

p+~)
O 2/3

~p + (n+ To)

Mp+ (p+.-)

9/12
9

~)=i

2/12

1/12
p_3

m-ii

Production of N*:

Assumption: dPN (m) = F(~, m) o UN (m) dm

1

am
(m) = intrinsic prob. of forming IW

-total o.s. for~+Nin T= 3/2, J=3/2=u+
T +p(m)

F#–NEw
F(~, m) cc ~ a Two-body phase-space factor for product N+N$

[

m = total energy in c.m.s. for r + N interaction = rest mass of W

~ = total energy in c.m.s. for N + N interaction = ~ + ~
N N*

Use: a~++p(m) =
r2

{

~. = 1240 Mev

k - ‘0)2+ k’2”) r= ,0 Mev

Figure 1. Summary of the Lindenbaum-&ernheimer isobaric nucleon mode16
for single pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions.
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● E)(PT. DATA: 670 MeV,
MESHCHERIAKOV et al.
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—

—

—

P(8D)-CONST.
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.

Figure 3. Comparison of isobaric nucleon model calcula ion with observ$d
pion energy spectra of Meshcheriakov et al.18 from _p+p+n+@-n
at 657 MeV (not 670 MeV as shown above on Fig.) and en = 24° Lab.
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● EXPT. DATA: 670 MeV,
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Figure 5. Comparison of isobaric nucleon model talc ati.onwith obse ed
l+ Y

pion energy spectra of Meshkovskii et al. from p+~+p+n at
670 MeVandt3 = 56° Lab.
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